Hello ONA nurses at PMH:

We are writing to provide an update on negotiations at Providence Milwaukie Hospital (PMH). While management committed last session to respond to our proposals to fix inequities in the house-wide extra shift and surgical services call programs, administration surprised our bargaining team by refusing to follow-through on their commitment – no counterproposals were provided on these topics. We remain steadfast.

Management failed again to offer meaningful proposals to address staffing, paid time, health benefits, or union shop language, but we did come to agreements on minor items. Between this disinterest in our priorities and a refusal to furnish critical bargaining information, it’s clear why our ONA PMH Bargaining Committee is calling for co-workers to authorize a strike. ONA nurses at Providence St. Vincent Medical Center have already authorized a strike with nearly unanimous authority, and nurses at Providence Willamette Falls Medical Center (PWFMC) are on the same timeline.

If you haven’t yet completed your email strike authorization ballot, now is the time. For more info, read the Strike Vote FAQ here.

And join us for strike education session with PWFMC on June 10, times TBD!

**Strike Ballot Tips**

If you do not receive an email with voting info, email news@OregonRN.org

**Important Notes on Gmail**

As you may or not be aware, Gmail filters a lot of emails out of the main inbox to other category tabs as an attempt to help clean up inboxes However, many users aren’t as aware of those tabs and how to access them. You can learn more about [Gmail’s tabbed inbox here](#).

If you or someone you know uses Gmail and do not see the email in the inbox, please be sure to check the spam folder, as well as the “promotions” tab. You can also search for any email from help@yeselections.com to see if your voting email is in a different table or folder.

If you have any questions, please contact your ONA labor rep, Gabriel Erbs, at Erbs@OregonRN.org.